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Since the financial crisis in 2008, financial markets
have increased dramatically — from December 31,
2008, through December 31, 2020, the S&P 500 ex-
perienced annualized growth of 12.54%1 and the Dow
has seen annualized growth of 10.90%.2 During this
same period, the number of American households
with at least $1 million of financial assets grew from
4.31 million to 6.98 million — an increase of 2.67
million households or 62%.3 In addition, the number
of American households with at least $50 million in

financial assets has ballooned to more than 110,000.3

This increase in wealth has resulted in a need for
more sophisticated planning to preserve assets for fu-
ture generations. In particular, existing planning often
accounts for direct heirs and beneficiaries but does not
provide support for non-bloodline family members.
Life insurance can be a simple, low-cost solution for
this planning issue.

Over time, changes in family dynamics such as di-
vorce or the death of a spouse can put the assets at
risk if they are comingled between spouses. Upon the
death of one spouse, the surviving spouse may man-
age the assets poorly or disinherit stepchildren. Or the
children that inherit assets may subject the assets to
the claims of creditors through poor financial deci-
sions. There are many circumstances that could put
the assets at risk.

To help protect family assets and secure them for
future generations, many families implement trusts to
ensure that family assets pass to direct descendants
and protect the assets in the event of unforeseen cir-
cumstances such as those summarized above. These
‘‘Bloodline Trusts’’ hold assets for the benefit of di-
rect descendants but often do not provide any benefi-
ciary rights to their spouses. Upon the death of the
grantor, the Bloodline Trust assets pass to the grant-
or’s direct descendants. In addition, if the Bloodline
Trusts are outside of the Grantor’s estate, they have
the added benefit of protecting the assets in the trust
from estate taxes.4 While Bloodline Trusts are very
effective at keeping assets in the family, there are
drawbacks to the technique that should be considered.
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4 See Estate of Leder v. Commissioner, 89 T.C. 235, 238 (1987)
(the Tax Court held ‘‘that the proceeds from the policy are not in-
cludable in the gross estate where the decedent did not possess at
the time of his death, or at any time in the 3 years preceding his
death, any of the incidents of ownership in the policy. . .’’); Estate
of Headrick v. Commissioner, 93 T.C. 171, 176 (1989) (the issue
before the Tax Court was ‘‘whether the proceeds of a life insur-
ance policy purchased by a trust within 3 years of the insured
grantor’s death must be included in the trustor’s gross estate un-
der [I.R.C.] 2035(a).’’).
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In particular, if a family member inherits assets and
subsequently dies, there may be limited assets to sup-
port the lifestyle of the surviving non-bloodline
spouse.

Consider an example where John and Marie are
married with three young children and Marie inherits
significant assets through a bloodline trust. During
Marie’s lifetime, these assets can be used to support
John and the children and maintain their lifestyles.
Upon Marie’s death, there are often sufficient assets in
trust to support the needs of their children, but no pro-
visions to provide support for John. Additionally, run-
ning every household expense through a trust with
distributions approved by a trustee creates challenging
dynamics the family may wish to avoid.

Providing John with a source of funds is an impor-
tant part of supporting him and the children after Ma-
rie’s death. Life insurance can be used to provide a
lump sum of cash in a cost efficient manner without
directly transferring family assets to John and pro-
vides the following advantages:

• Guaranteed term life insurance (Term Insur-
ance) is a low cost solution designed to address
a temporary need;

• Permanent insurance can be implemented with
a flexible structure to meet long term planning
needs;

• The insurance benefit is provided to John and
the children free of income tax;

• The insurance may be owned in a trust to fur-
ther protect the assets from frivolous spending
and ensure sufficient cash flow over a long pe-
riod of time; and

• The family assets can remain in trust and pro-
tected from estate taxes and claims of creditors.

The sample pricing below illustrates $100 million
of Term Insurance for a New Jersey resident (who
qualifies for a preferred non-smoker life insurance
risk, the second-best classification) at ages 30, 35, 40,
45, and 50 as well as two guaranteed funding dura-
tions.5

Male

Age
10-Year Term

Premium
20-Year Term

Premium

30 $25,147 $ 43,690

35 $25,590 $ 48,030

40 $40,730 $ 70,010

45 $64,750 $116,590

Male

Age
10-Year Term

Premium
20-Year Term

Premium

50 $103,730 $182,564

Female

Age
10-Year Term

Premium
20-Year Term

Premium

30 $19,646 $ 31,760

35 $20,675 $ 38,704

40 $32,630 $ 55,949

45 $52,810 $ 88,310

50 $84,750 $133,140

There are additional benefits of utilizing Term In-
surance. If the family dynamics change rendering the
Term Insurance unnecessary, the insured has the op-
tion of ceasing premium payments and allowing the
policy to terminate.6 Conversely, if there is a desire to
provide for the surviving spouse indefinitely, or if
there is a separate planning need that does not go
away over time, the Term Insurance may be repur-
posed by taking advantage of the policy’s ‘‘conver-
sion option.’’ The conversion option allows a policy
owner to convert the Term Insurance policy to a per-
manent insurance policy at the same risk classification
the insured qualified for at the time of the initial Term
Insurance acquisition, without having to qualify medi-
cally.

In some cases, providing for non-bloodline family
members is a long term need and the limited duration
of Term Insurance may not adequately meet the fami-
ly’s needs. In this situation, permanent insurance may
be a more appropriate solution. Many permanent in-
surance policies offer guaranteed insurance benefits
that can generate between a 4% and 5% income tax-
free return (7% – 9% taxable equivalent) at the in-
sured’s life expectancy (actual results are dependent
on a variety of factors including the age of the in-
sured(s) and the underwriting risk classification).7

Life insurance is a powerful planning tool that can
help secure family assets while providing a source of
funds to surviving non-bloodline family members.
The combination of a low-cost solution and term con-
version options or a flexible permanent product solu-
tion provides optionality to utilize the insurance for
other purposes over time as unforeseen changes occur
in the family dynamics. This flexibility is a critical el-
ement to ensure the planning is properly structured to
meet long term objectives and gives the insured the
comfort that the surviving family members will be
taken care of without subjecting their assets to undue
risk.

5 COMPULIFE Software, Inc. is a website which assists indi-
viduals in illustrating Term Insurance prices from a number of in-
surance companies.

6 Mary Van Keuren, How to cancel a life insurance policy,
Bankrate (Sept. 27, 2021).

7 I.R.C. §101(a)(1).
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